Application Synopsis

OnSSI Helps Phoenix PD Keep an Eye on
Super Bowl XLII
For the Phoenix, AZ Police Department, Super Bowl XLII
was much more than a festive, one-day event.
The Super Bowl not only attracts tens of thousands of
visitors, as well as journalists, support staff for the team and
everyone who’s anyone in U.S. sports – and there’s always
the fear that the game’s high profile would make it a prime
target for unrest, violence or even a terrorist attack.
To extend its reach and city-wide situational awareness, the
Phoenix PD decided to add a layer of video surveillance,
especially downtown where most of the events related to
the game took place. After a thorough review of possible
designs the Police Department chose to install a mobile,
Wireless Mesh-based system, incorporating the IP video
management solution from OnSSI,
Sony IPELA cameras and Firetide
wide-area networking.
Once installed, the
OnSSI-managed solution
controlling and managing almost
40 video surveillance cameras in
and around downtown Phoenix,
provided law enforcement officials
with the ability to closely watch
over the 200,000 additional
spectators and dignitaries in town
during the weekend of Super
Bowl XLII.
Video feeds from almost 40
cameras were transmitted to two
police command centers over the
wireless mesh network. The system also included rapid
deployable cameras supplied by IPVision, Inc., a systems
integrator headquartered in Tucson, AZ. All the cameras
were monitored by specially trained operators using
OnSSI’s IP video control and management solution. In
some cases a local NetDVMS NVR was installed
“Our video surveillance network has proven effective in our
major investigations and now has become a quick security
solution for major events,” said Detective Chris Jensen, the
technical surveillance systems administrator for the Phoenix
Police Department. “It has been very adaptable to many
types of law enforcement activities.”

Department’s rapid deployment systems and ability to
cover all of the events surrounding the Super Bowl,” said
Ben Green, Vice President of Business Development at
IPVision. “This provided extreme flexibility as it allowed the
OnSSI solution to seamlessly connect to the various
systems already deployed, enabling centralized control
and monitoring of all operations.”
Video from all cameras is recorded and delivered to users
using OnSSI’s IP video management solution. The OnSSI
solution enables instant access to video from any camera,
which can be routed or automatically pushed on-event
to any video wall monitor or networked PC. The system
eliminates the need for a matrix switcher and allows full
utilization of high resolution IP cameras with digital PTZ
on both live and recorded images.
OnSSI’s user intuitive touch-screen interface employs
dynamic maps for fast and easy navigation allowing
efficient monitoring of the entire camera system via one
system operator at each location. The system’s ease of
operation expedited the training process, effectively
reducing manpower and operational costs.
In addition, OnSSI’s IP
video management
solution incorporates
video content analytics
to detect policy driven
situations such as
motion in restricted
areas, loitering,
overcrowding in public
places, and more. The
system also seamlessly
integrates with access
control and physical
security systems allowing alarms and programmed
events to be jointly managed.
“OnSSI is extremely pleased to be working with the
Phoenix Police Department and to have played a role in
providing security for Super Bowl XLII,” said Mulli
Diamant, Vice President of Sales, OnSSI. “The
integration of OnSSI’s solution with Firetide’s wireless
solution sets a new benchmark for video surveillance
systems for law enforcement applications.”

“The distributed architecture of the OnSSI IP video
management solution enhanced the Phoenix Police
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